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B centre assessments 2016

Spring round in 2016:
1 new centre: The Language Bank of Finland

The B centre assessment is depending on the centre getting the **Data Seal of Approval** (DSA).
- New DSA application will be available end of November
- This postponed the second round in 2016

Deadline for next B centre round: Jan. 31, 2017
B centre assessments

• Re-assessment of 4 B centres are also postponed
• The SCCTC has accepted to extend these seals to mid 2017

B centre checklist almost stable

• Currently only manually checks -> want more automatic ‘complete’ checking.
• Will try extending with test done by the new MD curation module
A-service assessments

First A-service was approved in Sep.: “LINDAT repository”

Pilot assessment -> Now:
• Adjustments to checklist
• Adjustments to procedure description

Adding:
• Info about funding support
• Listing dependencies/small ”risk analysis”
• A way to register an A-service will be set up
A-service assessments

Next deadline for A-service assessment:
Q1 of 2017, perhaps end of January

NB: SCCTC should approve an A-service as relevant before an assessment can take place
Future work focus:

- Maturing the A-service assessment
- B centre test should be more automatic
- B centre rounds should be completed in 3 months
- Monitor the expiry dates: warning centres 6 month before!
- Timing for later rounds depends on demand

Thanks to the committee members for being involved and active!
see you @ clarin.eu

or mail to

assessment@clarin.eu